‘Dog’ is ‘God’ spelled backwards: Poppy the spaniel enhancing staff wellbeing.
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Abstract

This brief report describes the unique and innovative work of a hospital chaplaincy staff welfare dog, and ‘Good Samaritan’, ‘Poppy Jingles’. As the importance of enabling and facilitating wellbeing through the prevention of stress and burnout for NHS staff have been highlighted in current policy, such an initiative and staff intervention is both timely and significant. The relevance of inter-species wellbeing is detailed through what can be considered as Poppy’s ‘nonhuman charisma’. This includes eliciting aspects of wellbeing, which can be thought to correspond to eudaimonic states of human flourishing- living a good life through the service of others. Staff reporting on their improved wellbeing through attendance at Poppy’s ‘Pat and Chat’ sessions with her guardian and Chaplain is captured through the visual medium of comic narrative with thought and speech bubbles.
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Introduction

The use of animal assisted therapy has been well researched and established within many settings and organisations such as schools, colleges, universities, prisons, courts, and nursing homes, (Jalongo, et al, (2004); Charles and Wolkowitz, (2017); Matuszek, (2010);
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Deaton, (2005); Dellinger, (2009). In particular, dogs have also been crucial in the service of customs at airports, (Hunter, 2002), police forces, (Hart et al, 2000), medical detection, (Pesterfield, 2015), and mine detection (Kirk, 2014) using their olfactory prowess to great effect. As ‘sniffer dogs’ they wheedle out drugs, follow scent tracks, detect some cancers, low blood sugar levels in diabetics and can sense the onset of a seizure for those with epilepsy. It is understood that our canine companions are indeed mutually entangled and entwined with humans, both emotionally and physically. The boundaries of these multiple affordances are being further expanded by a rather unique and novel pastoral carer and spiritual supporter in the form of a Springer Spaniel named ‘Poppy Jingles’. This charismatic hospital hound has recently been registered as part of the hospital chaplaincy staff team, with her very own identity badge to boot. Such is Poppy Jingles ‘non-human charisma’ (Lorimer, 2007) that she reaches the parts her carer/guardian and hospital Chaplain Captain Katie Watson cannot reach. As a designated dog, for staff support and wellbeing, Poppy Jingles is playing an important role is supporting the incredible NHS troops doing essential, demanding and brave work, particularly in light of the recent coronavirus pandemic. As such, the work of Poppy Jingles has gained increased attention from social media and external partners of the Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. As Florence Nightingale, the iconic ‘lady with the lamp’ attested to the healing benefits of animal companion’s many years ago, she clearly understood this was helpful to patients. In her ‘nursing notes’ she said a pet animal ‘is often an excellent companion for the sick, for chronic cases especially’ (Nightingale, 2005: 63). Indeed, not only invaluable to patients through many Animal Assistance Therapy (AAT) schemes, (Kruger, Trachtenberg, and Serpell, 2004) but also to the staff caring for them. In this paper, we highlight some of these fundamental benefits to staff support and well-being.

Caring for the Carers
This brief report therefore provides an insight into the contribution Poppy Jingles is making to support staff welfare and morale to enable ongoing well-being often during traumatic and challenging times. Wellbeing is a key component of human flourishing and having a sense of ‘eudaimonia’ (living a good life) is considered vital to achieving a strong sense of wellbeing. In the context of The Department of Health and their Health and Wellbeing Strategy, for NHS staff (2011), it has been identified that with healthy staff comes better
care for patients. As suggested by Maslach and Jackson, (1986), the emotional toll of caring professions can be challenging and overwhelming, resulting in stress and anxiety, culminating in it being conceptualized as ‘burnout’. The association of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization (negative and dehumanized attitudes towards patients) and feelings of reduced personal accomplishment in their work has been reported.

Clearly, such negative affective experience can greatly influence both caring professionals and patients, indicating a need to ensure both are psychologically supported. Considering eudaimonia and human flourishing – a flourishing of the soul - as the opposite to burnout is a helpful way to re-configure quality of care and staff wellbeing, (Epstein, 2017). Aristotle, (2011) considered eudaimonia to be the moral and virtuous pinnacle of human achievement as it enables us to work more effectively and effortlessly for the good of others. Its juxtaposition in philosophical terms, within health care settings is therefore a good fit in seeking to scaffold eudiamonia and develop healthy relationships with staff and their work that integrates satisfaction in their work.

A Communion of Compassion

The curiosity and playfulness of Poppy Jingles is visibly very engaging. In a ‘re-wilding’ of our hearts, that is, connecting us back with nature and the beauty of all forms of life and its vicissitudes is perhaps her hidden endearment. Through her spontaneous acts of giving (often a paw or ball) and active listening skills, she offers a distraction, diversion and moment of solace. Poppy Jingles gives herself freely to human service and that very characteristic in itself mirrors and parallels with the very purpose and vocation of being a nurse, doctor and also a Hospital Chaplain. This mutual communion is one that binds and ties us together. As a caring companion, she bestows God’s grace and brings a sense of kinship and ministry to the Chaplaincy team and staff teams alike. Poppy is distinctive in that she is expands on the notion of a therapy dog. Her role is not dissimilar to the concept of Chaplains where the ancient belief is that the Chaplain joins those on their journeys, by being out there in the world, making themselves vulnerable to the needs of others. Scripturally, Poppy is also perhaps the Good Samaritan that the gospel writer Luke refers to in chapter 10:33, “But a Samaritan, as he travelled, came where the man was; and when he
saw him, he took pity on him”. She shows no difference to those of different status, religion or gender, she tends to their soul wounds in her own unique way.

As Haraway, (2007: 4) purports in her vivid account of what constitutes our human-canine relationship ‘what do we touch when we touch this dog?’ is a worthy question. However, maybe we should be asking what Poppy Jingles touches within us? She is far from just being cute and cuddly and her affective presence to transform staff morale has been quite humbling and extraordinary to witness. She literally lights up a room and immediately changes the atmosphere. Her fun and frolics seem to permeate even the most tense and stressful of spaces. To use a metaphor, she is like a pin popping an overinflated balloon – letting all the stress just ooze out and dissipate!

Clinical Intervention Vignette 1

Doctor “Jamie”

“I love Poppy coming to see the staff. Immediately she changes the mood and lightens it with her presence. Sometimes her big eyes seem to look into your very soul with a ‘knowing’ gaze like she gets what a tough shift you’ve had. She injects a huge dose of fun. She might be a dog but she has developed a ‘ministry’ like the Chaplain, administering a diversion, a place to chat about other things. Waiting for her visit is a highlight and we all come together, even if only for a few minutes, so I think that is what she does, brings us together”.
Clinical Intervention Vignette 2
Staff Nurse “Sally”

“I think seeing Poppy all bouncy and happy gives us fresh energy. Maybe it’s that she reminds us of ourselves, giving herself to the caring of others like we do for our patients. It’s hard to say, but she brings something that helps you go beyond the stress and intensity of work, just petting her and stroking her is soothing and calming……yes…it’s that touching…it just feels good and warm. She keeps me in touch with my humility and compassion”.

Finding a narrative through making a comic
As a Hospital Chaplain, a fundamental aspect of the role is compassion and communication. In valuing people and helping them on the road to eudaimonic wellbeing in tandem with Poppy Jingles a nurturing of what Ueland, (1993) calls ‘creative fountain’, can lift spirits and moral and make all the difference. Ueland (1993:1) states:

When we are listened to, it creates us, makes us unfold and expand. Ideas actually begin to grow within us and come to life…that is why when someone has listened to you, you go home rested and lighthearted…it is because by listening I have started their creative fountain.

To gain insight into the effectiveness of Poppy Jingles interactions with staff a narrative was encouraged through the creative medium of comic panels - using photo images and thought/speech bubbles. This helped elicit the perceived benefits of having Poppy Jingles as a source of staff welfare support. The use of comics encourages a more
playful and relaxed approach to evaluation, and engages participation as well as aiding assessment and reflexivity of the overall evaluation process. Visual media is a powerful medium and can be a data collection tool to communicate results to various audiences, (Darnhofer, 2018).

A number of qualitative comments were noted from staff. These contained three themes:-

Theme (1) Expression of Feelings

“Healing”. “Happy”. “Sometimes all you need is a cuddle off Pops 😊”. “Instantly more happier and joyful.” “Poppy never fails to make me smile.” “Crazy & chaotic but so much joy!” “Great idea to boost staff morale”. “Feelings of calm/relaxed environment”. “Feeling more positive”. “Felt instantly uplifted, a mood booster!” “Peaceful”.

Theme (2) Improved Communication

“Lifts the spirits and mood in the office.” “Poppy brings the team together”. “Gets us all talking”. “She (Poppy) brings people together”. “Conversation starter”. “Breaks down barriers”. “Friendship”. “Ice-breaker to talk”.

Theme (3) Anxiety Distraction

“Helps take your mind off the stressful nature of working in a hospital.” “She (Poppy) takes my mind off any stress that has built up”. “Helps to ease anxiety”. “Very calming stroking a dog”. “De-compression time”. “De-stressing”. “Forgot work problems”. “Positive energy”. “Makes me think of life outside work”. “Seeing Poppy makes you forget your worries”. “Poppy can turn a bad day into a good day”. “Poppy brings me to the present-mindfulness”.
An expanding vocation

In addition to the role Poppy currently fulfils she has recently been extending her skills and responding to staff requests to take her for a walk outside of the hospital to the nearby park ‘Mooch with the Pooch’. This further endorses the wider benefits of considering outdoor activity off site as a valuable aspect of enhancing wellbeing. Our connection to nature and the outdoors plays an important function in enhancing well-being and research with children has highlighted the need to prevent ‘nature-deficit disorder’, (Kuo, 2013) and equally the same could be applied to adults, particularly when they work in areas of high technological stimulation and sometimes lack of natural light on high dependency, intensive care units. The idea of ‘biophilia’, a natural affinity with nature, has been highlighted (Wilson, 1984). This has also been suggested as supporting human thriving through access to nature and green environments. Kuo (2013) states that even brief exposure to outdoor green environments and nature can boost an individual’s immunity and concentration.

Poppy’s facilitation of this activity is therefore substantial in terms of contribution to staff wellbeing and performance.

Poppy has also been utilised in the Chapel of Rest, aiding and supporting a child to say goodbye to a family member. Poppy’s presence alongside the child enabled an intimate and moving encounter to take place, something that is often overlooked in children’s processing of grief and loss, with death being something of a taboo subject. Poppy’s bodily comfort and presence is therefore a phenomenon that justifies further research in this ground-breaking area.

Discussion

Further research is clearly warranted to determine subjective measures of well-being of participants who attended the ‘Pat and Chat’ sessions. In addition, Poppy’s visits to offices, wards and clinics where she interacts with all hospital staff should be explored in further detail to understand the precise nature and mechanisms of her positive affect. Cleary, as Philosopher and animal trainer Haraway asserts, ‘dogs become good figures to think with – in all sorts of circumstances’ (Haraway, 2000:14). Future research will strengthen the evidence-base further of the important significance of human-dog interactions and inter-species wellbeing and mutual flourishing together.
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